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According to Richard T. de George in his book “Business Ethics”, he explains what is the 

role of the Government in building a good society:

The Role of the Government (Richard T. de George)

• The Government is involved with businesses in 

many levels.

• The Government is itself and employer and a 

purchaser of goods and services.

• It controls interest rates, regulates the money 

supply, and performs many other functions, such as 

regulation and administration of public funds.

• From the moral point of view , no government has 

the right to demand through legislation, that which 

is immoral. It should treat its citizens as equals 

before the law. Equal means high-end citizens or 

extreme poor citizens.

• The prime requisite for a moral government is that 

it acts justly. The government fulfills a moral need.

• It provides the conditions in which the citizens can 

interact safely. Security is just the beginning of 

citizens´ safety.

• It prevents gross injury by any individual or group 

against any other individual or other groups. It does 

this through its law and its law enforcement system.

• In addition, through its tax structure and social 

welfare programs, it provides for a redistribution of 

wealth and takes care of those for whom the market 

system does not provide.

https://philosophy.ku.edu/sites/philosophy.ku.edu/files/

docs/cv/De%20George%20CV%202018.pdf

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
https://philosophy.ku.edu/sites/philosophy.ku.edu/files/docs/cv/De George CV 2018.pdf
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“The most important obligation of any government is a demand of justice, and the 

second is a demand of welfare”(R.T de George, 1995)

The Role of the Government (Richard T. de George)

• The most important and first obligation of the 

government is a demand of justice (this is 

stronger and more important  than the moral 

obligation to provide for the welfare of its 

citizens). This is an imperative by which it is 

bound.

• The second one is a demand of welfare. This 

second is a task that it should try to fulfill.

• The government is a “servant”  of all the people 

who have equal rights before it, and who have 

the right not to be harmed by it. 

• The direction that government takes with respect 

to the control or lack of control of businesses is a 

matter for the public to decide. By the majority 

rule, the citizens choose the economic strategy 

model and indeed, this model regulations 

strategy. 

• By exercising democracy, the citizens, either 

select a government with a tendency to free-

enterprise or select a government with a 

tendency to populist measures (socialist model).

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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The public policy issues should be fully and publicly debated. 

The Role of the Government (Richard T. de George)

• “These public policy issues should be fully and 

publicly debated. The majority of the times are not. 

Why? Because governments take decisions by their 

agencies or ministers or congress with a limited 

vision.

• No one takes the time or has the capacity to see how 

all the different regulations impinge on those 

affected by them. 

• Issues that deserve careful scrutiny are the 

complaints about inefficient government regulations, 

or unfair regulations being partial to the industries 

they regulate, about people moving back and forth 

between the regulating agencies  and the industries 

that are regulated, and about overregulation. 

• To the extent that these complaints are well founded, 

government tends to harm some of its citizens or 

treats some of them unjustly and it thereby violates 

its primary obligation.

• Immoral practices in businesses can be eliminated if 

those involved what to change.

• Governmental regulation and legislation have been 

used more and more frequently and now have 

become the favorite and usual means of reform.  But 

if businesses become morally centered, self 

regulation and self reform are possible alternatives. 

But unless business leaders don´t self-regulate 

themselves by acting morally, the government has no 

other choice, and will continue  increasing 

governmental control as the direction in which the 

public mandate will continue to move”. 

https://www.bbvaopenmind.com/en/author/richard-2/

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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The big problem we have is that public policy issues are solved by government leaders 

who also have moral capped minds… 

The Role of the Government (Richard T. de George)

• Our government leaders also have capped minds, they do 

not think morally right, neither with wisdom or with a 

visionary mind of legacy for 100 years ahead). 

Lack of Wisdom: Government leaders are 

deciding about public policy issues without 

wisdom: Public agencies trigger, promote and do 

programs based on basic knowledge, not based in 

wisdom.

Legacy Blindness: Second, public agencies create 

or pay others to help them to decide without 

discernment in terms of the consequences for the 

next 4 generations.

Promoting Disruption instead of Balanced 

Evolution: Public Agencies are all the time doing 

things to get votes in the next elections,  instead of 

promoting equilibrium and balance or to act justly.

Lack of

Wisdom

Legacy 

Blindness

Disruption 

instead of 

balanced 

Evolution

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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The citizens have to participate in the election of the best government. Personally, I 

believe we can´t select extremist governments which have proven to create misery to 

many countries.

The Role of the Government 

• There are many hybrid and moderate government 

models in between the extremes. 

• These new economic models are more balanced 

than extremist models (ether the extremist right or 

the extremist left). 

• The citizens have the right to decide wisely which 

“balanced” model is the better one for them. 

• Remember extremist models have proven to have 

deficiencies, and have originated civil wars, misery 

and lack of justice for all. 

• Always choose a balanced government with the 

best qualified people not just professionally, 

but ethically too.

The prime requisite for a moral 

government is that it acts justly

• It should treat its citizens as equals before the law, 

provide the conditions in which they can interact 

safely and prevent gross injury by any individual or 

group against other individuals or groups. 

The second is to provide for the 

welfare of its citizens

• It takes care of those for whom the market system 

doesn't provide. It supplements the economic 

system of free Enterprise. It fulfills a moral need.

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689

